
   
 

Senate Minutes 

Agenda Topic #1: Welcome, quorum and apologies 

Senate Chair Ruth O’Sullivan (RO) opens the meeting by welcoming Senate and audience members. 

The meeting is declared quorate and begins at [18:30] 

RO invites Senate members to start with an ice breaker – students introduce themselves. 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #2: Explanation of process 

RO uses a PowerPoint presentation to cover the rules and regulations of the meeting. This covers the 

agenda, rules relating to debate, the warning card system, the use of hand signals, and elections taking 

place at Senate.  

She stressed the importance of abiding by the rules and reiterated the safe space policy. 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #3: Minutes of the Previous Senate 

RO presents the minutes of the previous Senate. No one objects or offers corrections so the minutes 

are approved. 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #4: State of the Union Report 

Alex thanks for senate members for attendance and introduces the new exec team that are present. 

Provides an overview of WW stating that there were record events at halls and record numbers of 

society sign ups. Outlines that building works are on schedule. 

The State of the Union report is approved. 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #5: Steering Report and Committee Minutes 

SM outlines agreements from steering committee. Full details outlined in notes from steering committee. 

  

Action Items: None 

Constitutional proposal presented by Alex Tayler 

The students union to hold a referendum to review sabbatical officer roles 

AT makes the case to review the roles.  

Explains that the previous exec team put forward four proposals for officer roles  

AT explains that the new positions are believed to best serve students’ needs at the university, and 

asks senate to approve the motion 

SK – If the motion were to fail would there just not be a referendum? 



   
 

AT- If votes fails there will be no attempt to review the roles, no referendum 

LA -  Will the referendum be conclusive/binding 

AT- Not necessarily final – preferendum. Has to be passed by board of trustees and then back to 

senate. 

Policy Passed 

 

Constitutional Proposal 

SU should create both the LGBTQ and trans students’ committee, starting in the academic year of 

17/18 

Rob Noon introduces proposal highlighting the need for trans members to be properly represented at 

the union. 

Policy Debate 

Agenda Topic #6: Affiliation to the NCAFC 

Sara Khan presents the proposal. 

National campaign against fees and cuts. Holding national campaigns for free education and job cuts. 

We should donate £500 towards them and send a coach to the national demo in appreciation of their 

work for free education across the country. Appreciates the contentious nature of the policy and 

welcomes debate. 

DJ – For the past three years we have sent students to the national demo for free education. If motion 

fails will we be able to still put a motion through to enable Manchester students to attend the national 

demo? 

EA – If it doesn’t pass we still can, it just doesn’t mean that we are obliged to. 

Q- When we talk about free education what level of education are you referring to? 

A – Cradle to grave. All education 

Q – Cradle to grave – does that involve grants so that would all education would be completely free 

SK – Free education means that you shouldn’t have to pay for it, and furthermore, that you should be 

supported with grants. Education systems that educate people about diversity an inclusion. 

Q – Are other Su’s officially affiliated? 

A – I Don’t think so 

EA – I Agree with the proposal but we don’t have to affiliate or pay money to support them I am 

sceptical about how the affiliation will support the students. Contentious because it is a faction of the 

NUS. We already have multiple existing policies that promote free education and never had to affiliate 

to a NCAFC. 

LA – Doesn’t understand what students stand to lose. Commitment reinforces the idea that we are 

opposed to the privatisation of education 



   
 

RN- NCAFC strange in the way that it is treating trans members. As a trans member on campus but 

doesn’t want to support an organisation that fails to support trans members. Have been personally hurt 

by their failure to support trans members. 

EA– We have a free education policy and opposing marketization policy that works better than 

affiliation. 

Q – Asks specifically what the student body has to gain from affiliation? 

A – Offer resources for campaigning against jobs cuts and fee rises. Also will train campaigners using 

their expertise to run better campaigns. 

Q – Does not affiliating mean that we would not get resources in the future? 

A – no. this would be a mandate to ensure we send a delegate down and support NCAFC. 

SK- I want to validate what RN said re Tran’s members and we have affiliations to other organisations 

like NUS despite how they make certain students feel.  

Either way I am glad we had the debate on this motion.  

 

Action Items: EC to update policy register 

Agenda Topic #7: The Students’ Union should lobby the University for the building of more 

green walls 

Support for an on-going campaign really extensive policy for more green walls on campus but so far the 

university has ignored that so this motion is to support on-going campaigns.  

Policy passes 

 

Action Items: EC to update policy register 

Agenda Topic #8: The Students’ Union should lobby the University residential services to 

provide secure locked bike storage 

LA- Lived in halls as a reslife part of moving in he noticed no secure bike storage – raised this as an 

issue and was ignored have had bikes stolen in Manchester this is a big problem - double the national 

average.  

LA- The university encourages us to cycle in to uni but are not providing anywhere safe at night to lock 

up bikes.  

The security staff have said there should be cctv but there isn’t. You used to be able to get locks for £10 

but now you cant  



   
 

LA- Thieves operate with advanced mechanical equipment which means whilst locks can help we need 

to be supported by residential services for safer storage 

RG – I love riding my bike but I don’t live in halls so if this policy passed and we put locks on all of the 

bike racks then I wouldn’t have a space to lock mine anymore as I wouldn’t be a resident.  

LA – it’s when bikes are left long term that thieves target bikes I think you would still be able to lock up 

your bike at the very least I would just like them to invest in cctv security can’t be everywhere at once – 

if they could find the money to actually develop swipe card access that would be great but that’s a long 

term thing to look at and we do need to start somewhere and at least target first years and those who 

live in halls. 

Q Have the university Said they won’t put up the money 

LA – I sent weekly emails and they started ignoring me, after meetings and escalation told me the 

amount it would cost and said they wouldn’t do it which is why I’ve brought it to senate, although since 

my bike has been stolen 

Q which halls of residence do this extends to part owned or fully university owned. 

LA- ideal world we would all like secure storage for our bikes – may be easier to trial in fully owned 

university accommodation e.g. in Fallowfield but by no means should we stop there it just seems like  a 

good place to start. 

 

Policy Passes 

EC to update policy register 

Agenda Topic #9: Save our Staff 

SK – Uni announced cuts to staff – 20 members of support staff but mostly support staff. Uni have 430 

million cash and 1 billion in reserves. Clearly the university could afford the staff but want the university 

to be smaller. SU should support staff groups and student groups resisting cuts. Also should support 

industrial action planned to resist the cuts to staff. 

Q J.R – Do we know the universities’ financial plan and budget which would explain their reasoning for 

the universities reserves and cash savings? 

A – Entire focus is opening brand new building instead of investing in staff and students. Archaeology is 

being cut in half and French and German may be cut completely. Really is it about making the university 



   
 

smaller and more elite. 

Policy Passes 

Action Items: EC to update policy register 

Agenda Topic #10: Review and restructure fund it 

Riddi introduces the policy 

RV- All societies irrespective of large or small significant or not should get equal access. In order to 

promotes a fairer system for funding societies we need to review the system and the students union 

needs to provide additional support and a funding workshops to support societies and make accessing 

funding fairer for smaller start-ups an cultural societies 

LA-  I don’t understand how fund it completely works how does it disadvantage smaller societies  

RV - all societies are put on a par so smaller societies go up against campaigns and societies that run 

on a much larger scale 

LA – so they sometimes get picked on merit? 

EH it’s also hard to societies because of the democratic process not always that transparent some 

societies make alliances and vote for themselves it’s not just the way fund it works it’s the entire system 

that is flawed. 

Q - are we reviewing all aspects of funding from the funding to the transparency how much will be 

reviewed? 

RV: by consulting with societies and activities we will see what needs to be reviewed 

Q what would you like this review to focus on  

RV whatever the students want it to be about 

RV this would enable far more societies to engage and run events irrespective of size and popularity. 

 

Policy passes 

Action Items: EC to update policy register 



   
 

Any other business: 

The SU reminded all Senate members that this was their last Senate.  

The chair thanked senate members for their contribution throughout the year and reminded them of the 

PTO elections taking place in September/October. 

 

Date of next meeting:  

Thursday 9th November, Council Chambers 

 


